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Abstract
Word alignment is to estimate a lexical translation probability p(e|f), or to estimate the
correspondence g(e, f) where a function g outputs either 0 or 1, between a source word f
and a target word e for given bilingual sentences. In practice, this formulation does not
consider the existence of ‘noise’ (or outlier) which may cause problems depending on the
corpus. N -to-m mapping objects, such as paraphrases, non-literal translations, and multi-
word expressions, may appear as both noise and also as valid training data. From this
perspective, this paper tries to answer the following two questions: 1) how to detect stable
patterns where noise seems legitimate, and 2) how to reduce such noise, where applicable,
by supplying extra information as prior knowledge to a word aligner.
Keywords: Probability density estimation problem, Noise.
1. Introduction
N -to-m mapping objects, such as paraphrases, non-literal translations, and multi-word ex-
pressions, appear as both noise and as valid training data for word alignment (Brown et al.,
1993; Och and Ney, 2003; Taskar et al., 2005) in Machine Translation. It is often the case
that noisy data has a negative effect, as even small numbers of outliers may severely de-
crease the overall performance and the removal makes the performance better after detecting
them, by novelty detection or outlier detection. In contrast to this, in our case, removal of a
small amount of such noisy data improves performance while too much removal deteriorates
performance; this phenomenon is nonlinear and noise is not Gaussian type. This is caused
by the definition of word alignment (Definition 4 in Appendix), as it seeks the probability
density function of a word e given a word f (or a probability of 1-to-n mapping objects);
this definition omits how to handle difficult cases in real life data such as n-to-m mapping
objects such as in Figure 1, and rely on phrase extraction heuristics (Och and Ney, 2003)
to recover considerable numbers of n-to-m mapping objects. A typical difficulty of this
problem is that in word alignment we often cannot use the immediate evaluation measure
due to the unavailability of a hand annotated corpus with alignment links. Furthermore,
even in the case when we can use such corpus, the better quality of word alignment which
is measured by AER (Alignment Error Rate) (Och and Ney, 2003) is empirically shown by
various researchers that it does not often result in the better translation quality (Fraser and
Marcu, 2007).
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to my regret i cannot go today .
i am sorry that i cannot visit today .
it is a pity that i cannot go today .
i am sorry that i cannot visit today .
it is a pity that i cannot go today .
sorry , today i will not be available
Source Language
GIZA++ alignment results for IBM Model 4
i NULL 0.667
cannot available 0.272
it am 1
is am 1
sorry go 0.667
, go 1
that regret 0.25
cannot regret 0.18
visit regret 1
regret not 1
be pity 1
available pity 1
cannot sorry 0.55
go sorry 0.667
am to 1
sorry to 0.33
to , 1
my , 1
will is 1
not is 1
a that 1
pity that 1
today . 1
. . 1
i cannot 0.33
that cannot 0.75
Target Language
to my regret i cannot go today .sorry , today i will not be available
Figure 1: An example alignment of paraphrases in a monolingual case: a training corpus
consists of four sentence pairs. Results show that only the matching between the
colon is correct
Note that PB-SMT does not require P (e|f) but P (e¯|f¯) where e¯ denotes an English phrase
and e denotes an English word. Although phrase alignment of Marcu and Wong (2002) aims
at this P (e¯|f¯), this approach is often infeasible due to its computational cost. A word align-
ment approach considerably reduces this cost by neglecting correlation between neighboring
variables, which creates the problem of n-to-m mapping objects by this compromise.
We use the following notation: e denotes an English word, f denotes a Foreign word, e˘
denotes an English sentence, e¯ denotes an English phrase, |e˘i| denotes a sentence length of
e˘i, and e˘¯i denotes a reference translation of correspondent Foreign sentence f˘i.
2. Our Methods
Given that a parallel corpus contains unlabeled n-to-m mapping objects (the usual case in
Machine Translation), from the above observation about n-to-m mapping objects, our first
interest is to detect such objects. What we would like to solve is the following problem:
Definition 1 (n-to-m mapping objects detection) Let S = {(e˘1, f˘1), . . . , (e˘n, f˘n)} be
a parallel corpus. For a given parallel corpus, the n-to-m mapping objects detection task is
to detect sentence pairs (e˘i, f˘i) which include n-to-m mapping objects, such as paraphrases,
non-literal translations, and multi-word expressions.
There are two ways to solve this: extrinsically and intrinsically. The extrinsic method
does not detect sentences that include n-to-m mapping objects in a straight forward way,
but instead detects them via indirect measures that identify sentences that contain n-to-
m mapping objects. However, in this case, due to the nature of indirectness, we need to
enlarge our objectives: we enlarge n-to-m mapping objects to include noise (or unfavorable
elements). Hence, we solve the following noise detection task:
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Definition 2 (Noise detection) Let S = {(e˘1, f˘1), . . . , (e˘n, f˘n)} be a parallel corpus con-
sisting of a training and development corpus. For a given parallel corpus, a noise detection
task is to detect sentence pairs (e˘i, f˘i) that contain noise (or unfavorable elements). Note
that unfavorable elements include n-to-m mapping objects.
The intrinsic method identifies n-to-m mapping objects themselves. However, n-to-m
mapping objects include at least three cases such as paraphrases, non-literal translations,
and multi-word expressions in this case, and how to tackle these three cases is not straight
forward and requires further investigation. In here, we limit it to the Multi-Word Expression
(MWE) detection task which is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (MWE detection) Let S = {(e˘1, f˘1), . . . , (e˘n, f˘n)} be a parallel corpus con-
sisting of a training and development corpus. For a given parallel corpus, a MWE detection
task detects MWEs in each sentence (e˘i, f˘i).
On the one hand, once we have detected sentences that contain noise, we need a method
of dealing with such sentences for word alignment. On the other hand, when we detect
MWEs in the training corpus, we need to deal with such alignment links. In sum, we
consider the following two methods:
1. Detect sentences including n-to-m mapping objects, remove such sentences and run a
word aligner with the reduced training set.
2. Run a MWE extractor, incorporate the detected MWEs into a word aligner as a prior
knowledge, and run the word aligner.
3. Details of Our Methods
3.1. Method 1: Reduced Training Set After Noise Detection
Noise Detection We mention in Definition 2 how to detect sentence pairs which include
noise. One problem is that we have no appropriate direct measure to assess the quality of
word alignment due to the unavailability of hand annotated corpus with alignment links:
AER (Alignment Error Rate) (Och and Ney, 2003) can be applied only if a hand annotated
corpus exists and if in-domain test data is available. Although an indirect measure such as
perplexity gives an indication for assessing the progress of EM training (Dempster et al.,
1977; McLachlan and Krishnan, 1997), this does not give appropriate indication of the
success of word alignment since perplexity is a simple transformation of the cross entropy
from information theory, that does not use any information about n-to-m mapping objects.
In the end-to-end setting of Machine Translation, we can use the distance measure which
is defined a priori, an evaluation measure, such as BLEUn for example.
In sum, the approach taken in Okita (2009) is as follows. Let S = {(e˘1, f˘1), . . . , (e˘n, f˘n)}
be a training corpus and let M : f˘ → e˘ be our MT system trained on this training corpus
S. If the distance between a reference translation e˘¯i and M(f˘i) is big for relatively small
data sets, this may indicate that the sentence f˘i is relatively difficult to translate; this may
be due to a training sentence f˘i too complex for the model complexity of MT system M .
Further details can be found in Okita (2009).
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Word Alignment Based on Reduced Sentences By removing the detected noisy
sentences we reduce the training corpus and rerun the word aligner1.
3.2. Method 2: Supply Prior Knowledge After MWE Detection
MWE Detection One way to extract MWEs in unidirectional way is based on Kupiec.
(1993) where linguistic knowledge about typical POS patterns are available, e.g. for Noun
phrases in French: N N, N prep N, and N Adj. However, crucial difference is that after we
extracted MWEs in bidirectional way, our method takes intersection of them.
Incorporation of Knowledge About MWEs into Word Alignment The EM algorithm-
based word aligner uses maximum likelihood in its M-step. Our method replaces this maxi-
mum likelihood estimate with the MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) estimate, which is a basic
Bayesian machine learning method. Let t be a lexical translation probability t(e|f); note
that often t is omitted in word alignment literature but for our purposes this needs to be
explicit.
EEXH : q(z;x) =p(z|x; θ)
MMLE : t′ = argmax
t
Q(t, told) = argmax
t
∑
x,z
q(z|x) log p(x, z; t)
MMAP : t′ = argmax
t
Q(t, told) + log p(t) = argmax
t
∑
x,z
q(z|x) log p(x, z; t) + log p(t).
Then, the prior log p(t), a probability used to reflect the degree of prior belief about the
occurrences of the events, can embed prior knowledge about MWEs.
Table 1 shows two example phrase pairs for French to English c’est la vie and that is
life, and la vie en rose and rosy life with the initial value for the EM algorithm, the prior
value and the final lexical translation probability for GIZA++ IBM Model 4 and that of
our modified GIZA++. GIZA++ achieves the correct result when anchor words ‘life’ and
‘vie’ are used to assign a value to the prior in our model.
A prior for IBM Model 1 considers all possible alignments exhaustively in E-Step as in the
definition of EM algorithm (while IBM Model 3 and 4 only sample a neighborhood align-
ments around the best alignment). Let us give information about alignment link between e
and f by T = {(sentID, ti, tj, posi, posj), . . . , } into prior. The prior p(t) = p(t; e, f, T ) for
given word e and f in a sentence is defined simply 1 if they have alignment link, 0 if they
are not connected, and uniform if their link is not known:
p(t) = p(t; ei, fi, T ) =


1 (ei = ti, fj = tj)
0 (ei = ti, fj 6= tj)
0 (ei 6= ti, fj = tj)
uniform (ei 6= ti, fj 6= tj)
Then we embed this prior in the M-step of EM algorithm where we replaced its likelihood
estimate with MAP estimate (Okita et al., 2010). Although this is for the case of IBM
1. It is to be noted that we set aside the problem of whether this approach actually improves on the test
set accuracy.
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pair GIZA++(no prior) Ours(with prior)
EN-FR fin ini prior fin ini prior
is NULL 1 .25 0 0 .25 .25
rosy en 1 .5 0 0 .5 .2
that . 1 .25 0 0 .25 .25
life la 1 .25 0 0 .25 0
. c‘ 1 .25 0 0 .25 .25
that c‘ 0 .25 0 1 .25 .25
is est 0 .25 0 1 .25 .25
life vie 0 .5 0 1 .5 1
rosy rose 0 .25 0 1 .25 .2
Table 1: The benefit of prior knowledge about anchor words is illustrated by toy data. Given
two sentence pairs {( that is life . , c‘ est la vie . ), ( rosy life, la vie en rose )}
and anchor words {(1, life, vie, 3, 4), (2, life, vie, 2, 2)}, we compare the results of
GIZA++ with IBM Model 4 and that of our modified GIZA++. The columns,
labeled with ini, fin and prior, show respectively the final lexical probability t(f |e),
the initial value for the EM algorithm, and the prior value explained in this paper.
Notice that all the links are incorrect in GIZA++ while all the links are correct
in ours.
Model 1, IBM Models 3 and 4 are essentially the same except that they are not proper.
Due to the space problems in here, further details can be found in Okita et al. (2010).2
4. Experimental Results
Our baseline is a standard log-linear PB-SMT system based on Moses. The GIZA++
implementation (Och and Ney, 2003) of IBMModel 4 is used for word alignment. For phrase
extraction the grow-diag-final heuristics described in Och and Ney (2003) is used to derive
the refined alignment. We then perform MERT process which optimizes the BLEU metric,
while a 5-gram language model is derived with Kneser-Ney smoothing trained with SRILM
on the English side of the training data. We use Moses for decoding. Our implementation
for Method 2 is based on GIZA++.
We use NTCIR-8 patent corpus for EN–JP (Fujii et al., 2010) and Europarl corpus for
EN–FR (Koehn, 2005). We randomly select 50k and 200k sentence pairs as training corpus.
For EN–JP patent corpus, we use 1k sentence development set and NTCIR-8 test set. For
EN–FR Europarl corpus, we use dev2006 and test2006. The results of Method 1 and 2 are
shown in Table 2. The best improvement by Method 1 was 0.82 BLEU points absolute
for 200k EN–JP, while that by Method 2 was 0.97 BLEU points absolute for 50k EN–JP.
However, for 50k JP–EN, Method 1 improves only 0.10 BLEU point and Method 2 did not
2. Note that in practice IBM Model 4 is required due to its quality. However, the lower-order IBM Models
are required for better initialization parameters: in order to obtain the result of IBM Model 4, we perform
5 iterations of Model 1, HMM, Models 3 and 4, iteratively.
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improve. These differences are probably due to the amount of noise in parallel corpus: we
experienced in IWSLT 09 that some corpus has less noise (or a lot of redundant sentence
pairs) from the beginning which does not require the ‘noise’ treatment (Ma et al., 2009).
size lang system BLEU size lang system BLEU
50k EN–JP baseline 16.33 50k JP–EN baseline 22.11
50k EN–JP Method 1 16.99 50k JP–EN Method 1 22.22
50k EN–JP Method 2 17.30 50k JP–EN Method 2 22.11
200k EN–JP baseline 23.42 200k JP–EN baseline 21.68
200k EN–JP Method 1 24.24 200k JP–EN Method 1 22.93
200k EN–JP Method 2 24.22 200k JP–EN Method 2 22.45
50k FR–EN baseline 17.68 50k EN–FR baseline 17.80
50k FR–EN Method 1 17.90 50k EN–FR Method 1 18.30
50k FR–EN Method 2 17.81 50k EN–FR Method 2 18.02
200k FR–EN baseline 18.40 200k EN–FR baseline 18.20
200k FR–EN Method 1 18.85 200k EN–FR Method 1 18.62
200k FR–EN Method 2 18.99 200k EN–FR Method 2 18.60
Table 2: Results for Method 1 and 2.
5. Conclusion and Further Works
Word alignment is to estimate a lexical translation probability p(e|f) between a source
word f and a target word e for given bilingual sentences. This paper presented a robust
method for word alignment under the existence of n-to-m mapping objects. Since n-to-m
mapping objects pose two different challenges for word alignment, noise (or outlier), as well
as valid training data, this situation is not just an application of outlier detection in pattern
analysis. Method 1 detects sentences which include n-to-m mapping objects and reduces
these sentences, while Method 2 detects MWEs and incorporates detected alignment link
information into word alignment. The best improvement by Method 1 was 0.82 BLEU
points absolute for 200k EN–JP, while that by Method 2 was 0.97 BLEU points absolute
for 50k EN–JP.
There are several further works. Firstly, we consider MWEs in Method 2 but we did
not consider paraphrases. This extension requires different extraction method but once we
obtain the paraphrases we can reuse the mechanism shown in here. Secondly, if a corpus
has already a lot of redundant sentences such as in IWSLT 09 ZH–EN corpus, Method 1
might not work since we notice that the duplication has the same effect as Method 1.3 It
would be convenient if we can measure the applicability before we apply Method 1. Thirdly,
although there are several discriminative approaches to word alignment exist (Taskar et al.,
2005), they require small hand annotated corpus with alignment links. The mechanism of
Yu and Joachims (2009) may allow us to implement word alignment in a discriminative way
3. Empirically, we checked in several cases that instead of removing detected sentences as in Method 1,
we duplicated 5 times of detected sentences. Unless GIZA++ crashes, the performance of duplication
method seemed to be comparable.
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without the need of such hand annotated corpus. However, this way of implementing word
alignment has difficulty in incorporating the mechanism of IBM Model 3 and 4.
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Appendix A. Word Alignment Task, Phrase Extraction Heuristics and
Noisy Channel Model
Definition 4 (Word Alignment Task) We are given a pair of sentence aligned bilingual
texts S = {(f˘1, e˘1), . . . , (f˘n, e˘n)}, where f˘i = (f¯i,1, . . . , f¯i,|fi|) and e˘i = (e¯i,1, . . . , e¯i,|ei|). The
task of word alignment is to find a lexical translation probability pfi : ei → pfj(ei) such that
Σpfj(ei) = 1 and ∀ei : 0 ≤ pfj(ei) ≤ 1 (It is noted that some models such as IBM Model 3
and 4 have deficiency problems). Note that IBM Models introduce an alignment / distortion
function as latent variable to solve this problem as a missing value problem.
Definition 5 (Phrase Extraction) The phrase extraction algorithm extracts all consis-
tent phrase pairs from a word aligned sentence pair (Och and Ney, 2003).
Definition 6 (Bayesian Noisy Channel Model) We assume that sentence pairs (e˘, f˘)
are drawn i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) according to the fixed (but un-
known) underlying distributions p(f¯ |e¯)p(e). Then, for a given test sentence f˘ , our task is
to obtain a sentence e˘ which maximizes the following problem:

e˘ = argmaxe∈E′ p(f¯ |e¯)p(e) (decoding task)
such that
{
|pˆ(f¯ |e¯)− p(f¯ |e¯)| ≤ δ1 (phrase alignment task)
|pˆ(e)− p(e)| ≤ δ2 (language modeling task)
where p(f¯ |e¯) denotes the target probability of phrase alignment task, p(e) denotes the target
probability of language modeling task (up to Markov order n; typical n is around 5), pˆ(f¯ |e¯)
denotes the true probability of phrase table, pˆ(e) denotes the true probability of language
model, and || denotes some distance measure between two probability densities.
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